
12,000,000+ Americans will get lice this year and the vast majority is our children.  Not a moment 

sooner than we’d hope, New Jersey parents can now rely on the finest solution available to ail their 

woes - the Fairy LiceMothers. 

 

Their Central New Jersey in-home service is run by Debbie Mazzaferro who was trained and certified in 

the proven Shepherd Method of lice and nit removal. She is available to cover Somerset, Hunterdon, 

Middlesex, Essex, Union, Monmouth and Morris counties. 

 

Debbie remembers hearing from the school nurse, “Your child has lice”.  She learned the hard way that 

there are a ton of gimmicks and misleading solutions out there. She tried them all and none worked 

until she met the Fairy LiceMothers in Oceanside, NY. She was so impressed with this business and 

the real education she received from them she wanted to become the NJ Fairy. Debbie is now 

committed to not only guarantee the ideal solution for the problem, but also ensures the community is 

appropriately educated as to what the facts and myths are surrounding it. 

 

Fairy LiceMothers started in 2008 from a humble minivan with a chair and a comb visiting people’s 

homes, they’ve evolved into a prosperous small business, establishing two convenient lice treatment 

centers on Long Island and expanding their treatment centers and home use products across America. 

 Their momentum is propelled by the integrity and commitment of a Mother’s need to care for their 

children and empower every parent’s need to care for theirs.  Their success is the result of their insisting 

on nothing but the finest products and hiring associates who will bring the same level of devotion and 

caring to every customer who relies on them. 

 

Fairy LiceMothers are dedicated to eliminating the persistent lice problem and educating the 

community on the use of safe and effective lice treatment methods; that’s their mission statement! 

 Their superior products available for home use are the prime example of their commitment to their 

mission.  While their in-store lice removal services are by far the most competitively priced AND 

guaranteed including 2 FREE rechecks, their home products are safe, easy to use and provide step by 

step instructions.  Website and live support are also available. They emulate the ideal spirit of the 

American entrepreneur and do so while helping us all rid our children of lice.  That is why they have 

thrived so.  That is truly why any small business should. 

http://www.fairylicemothers.com/treatment.html

